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WARNING!
Ⱁ㨫⒉䚍ₜ⸘⏷䕏㽐᧨嵚䵚☂悸䏭慙悞㨎㒥桫栘ㆤ㝝᧨⋫㷱

Series 60 DDEC VI
5 Cummins ISM07 ♙ Detroit Diesel
⸱㓅桫㒆
ㆤ㝝䤓 EPA ’07 ⃚␜䞮䲚ㄞᇭ
1-877-427-7278
㘡㺲㈛壤䚕 (Caterpillar)
1-877-427-7278
Exhaust aftertreatment
Driving

亰⅚
Introduction

0

㌷律彆䤓慙憪㦘揜⌨优⬄䊍䂔⣷ (DPF)ᇭ
Your vehicle has been equipped with a particulate filter (DPF).

Van Hool 㝜⇫㓚␙᧨㡈≎㌷䨼屲
ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓呹
Most of the soot particles containing carbon and ash are captured
in the DPF.
ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓
⮶捷⚺䳜䭂♙䋿䤓䏨伡⧖♾嬺
DPFif ⛇棓ᇭ优⬄䊍䂔⣷┯䑀咂呹䂔䄺ㄵ᧨侓
The accumulated carbon disappears
the particulate filter is heated to the
ㆤ㝝䤓
EPA
’07Once
⃚␜䞮䲚ㄞᇭ
CATself-cleaning
C13 2007
temperature
(approx.
570°F).
this temperature is
570°F (299°C) 㣑᧨䳜䭂⺖㦒䀗⯀ᇭ㡵拣Ⓙ抨⊚䄺ㄵ᧨䳜䭂⺖咖ℛ㺶▥㺽怆♜
Cummins
ISM07 ♙
reached, the carbon reacts with the nitrogen dioxide and
burns to become

If an unsafe situation occurs, stop the regeneration process
⪆嫛␜䞮ᇭⰑ㨫㌷⺖ᇷDPF
␜䞮)
栚桫⒖㙪咂
immediately by pushing regenerationᇸ(DPF
the brake pedal or by
switching
off
ᇷINHIBIT
REGENᇸ(㔠㷱␜䞮)
⇜函᧨ⓖ␜䞮ℵ⺖椷⃚⋫㷱ᇭ
the engine.
Regeneration is also
stopped if you put the "DPF
regeneration" switch in the "INHIBIT REGEN" position.
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨嵚Ⅳ便屏慙憪♙␅⛷⦜䕏㽐ᇭ
Observe the vehicle and its immediate surroundings during
regeneration.
␜䞮䲚ㄞ⮶侓㖐儛
20 咂 40 ⒕暧ᇭⰑ㨫ㆤ㝝抮ㄵ呹╤⥭Ⓙ㊯抮᧨₣㦹

5

The regeneration
process takes
20 to
40 minutes. The regener⒉䚍ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF
␜䞮)
䶵壮᧨嫷䯉む倢㒟┮⪆嫛␜䞮
ation has succeeded if the engine speed automatically returns to
ᇭ
idling speed and if the "DPF regeneration" symbol does not
reappear.
Ⱁ㨫␜㶰⒉䚍ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮᧨嫷䯉␜䞮⪆嫛

Driving

carbon dioxide. This process is called regeneration.
㑘᧨₵䑒䑡㈛懘㙪䍉ℛ㺶▥䭂ᇭ抨⊚䲚ㄞ䳀⃚䍉␜䞮ᇭ
If the regeneration happens while driving, it is called automatic regeneration.
However, if the self-cleaning temperature is not reached while driving (e.g.
Ⱁ㨫汤汪拝䲚₼䤋䞮␜䞮᧨ⓖ䳀⃚䍉呹╤␜䞮ᇭ⇕㢾᧨Ⱁ㨫⦷汤汪拝䲚₼䄺ㄵ
due to frequent stopping), you have to intervene to make the regeneration
take place. To this end, go for a ride driving at high speed (highway) during
㦹拣呹䂔䄺ㄵ
(√Ⱁ᧨忿忿⋫⋫)᧨ⓖ檗䟀㌷⅚⏴᧨㇆Ⓟ䤋䞮␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨♾ⅴ
at least 20 minutes
or carry out a stationary regeneration.

ㆤ㝝

0

The "DPF
regeneration"
appears on the multifunctional display if you
浧抮
(浧抮⏻恾)
汤汪咂⺠symbol
20 ⒕暧᧨㒥劔拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ

have to intervene to make the regeneration take place.
㘡㺲㈛壤䚕
(Caterpillar)
Exhaust aftertreatment

If the "DPF regeneration" symbol reappears, the regeneration
⯀㟦ᇭ⦷抨䲽䕏㽐ₚ᧨嵚㿌峱㔏嫢ⅉ❰◣┸ᇭ
process has failed. In that case, ask for technical assistance.

ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓

Ⱁ㨫㉔檗⅚⏴ⅴ∎␜䞮䤋䞮᧨ⓖ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎⺖櫾䯉ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ

To
inhibit/
㔠㷱/₼㡆␜䞮
interrupt
regeneration

Ⱁ㨫␜䞮⺝咃☀椹㍔㽐
If regeneration causes(√Ⱁ᧨䠅慙憪⋫⇞㣑)᧨㌷♾ⅴ㔠㷱/₼㡆␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨
hazardous situations (e.g. at a stop), you can inhibit/
interrupt the regeneration process. To this end, press the upper part of the
♾㖘ₚ
DPF ␜䞮栚桫䤓ₙ◙捷ᇭ
DPF regeneration
switch.

亰⅚
Introduction

栚ⱚ栒䒜ᇭ㷳⇜函⍔厌㡋䔈㸙䕏㽐ₚ䩼㣑栢∎䞷ᇭ

Safety area
around
exhaust
㘡㺲●⥪⛷䤓⸘
⏷●⩮

• Surface that will not start to burn or to melt under high temperatures (such
as clean concrete; no grass or asphalt!);
x• 浧䄺ₚₜ㦒䑒䑡㒥䐣屲䤓嫷槱
Away from anything that can(√Ⱁℍ䁷䤓㻃㽴⦿᧷㼡㦘嗘㒥䊬槡)᧷
burn, melt or explode;
x• 拯楱♾厌䤋䞮䑒䑡ᇬ䐣屲㒥䒕䍇䤓↊⇤䓸浣᧷
Not near gas or vapors that can ignite, explode or contribute to a fire (such
as LPG, diesel vapors, ...).
x 嵚▎槯扠♾厌ㆤ䑒ᇬ䒕䍇㒥┸䑒䤓㺲浣㒥均㺲 [√Ⱁ䁁㏚䝵㠾 (LPG)ᇬ㪃㽈㺲

The (浧抮⏻恾)
"DPF regeneration"
symbol
appears on the multifunctional display if you
浧抮
汤汪咂⺠ 20
⒕暧᧨㒥劔拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ
have to intervene to make the regeneration take place.

䷘]ᇭ
• If bystanders can access the area, set up barriers at least 5 ft away from
the exhaust.

Ⱁ㨫㉔檗⅚⏴ⅴ∎␜䞮䤋䞮᧨ⓖ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎⺖櫾䯉ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ
(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮ᇭ

• If regeneration takes place in a confined space, connect an exhaust gas
evacuation system to the exhaust pipe. The evacuation system has to
x Ⱁ㨫㡐屏劔♾ⅴ拁⏴崁●⩮᧨ⓖ恬㘡㺲●咂⺠℣⛝壤㑘岼函⦜任ᇭ
resist temperatures of at least 1500°F.
x Ⱁ㨫␜䞮䤋䞮㡋⹕栘䴉栢᧨㑘⺖㘡㺲丰抲㘴咂ㅱ㺲㘡㟍侊倀ᇭㅱ㺲㘡㟍侊倀
• Keep a fire extinguisher nearby.
㉔檗厌㔎♦咂⺠ 1,500°F (816°C) 䤓浧䄺ᇭ

WARNING!
During a regeneration, the exhaust temperature can amount to 1500°F.
The high exhaust temperature can cause material in the flow of the
exhaust巵⛙
pipe to start burning. Stay clear of the exhaust, burns hazard!
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨㘡㺲䄺ㄵ♾浧拣 1,500°F (816°C)ᇭ浧㘡㟍䄺ㄵ♾厌

x 棓扠㑘椷㣑⌨ⰴ䅔䋺⣷ᇭ
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⺝咃㘡㺲丰⏶㿐╤䤓䓸役栚ⱚ䑒䑡ᇭ嵚拯楱㘡㺲♙䑒䑡☀椹●

⸱㓅桫㒆 1-877-427-7278
www.abc-companies.com
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CAT C13 20
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temperature
Most ofathe
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and ashcan
areamount
capturedtoin1500°F.
the DPF.
Thehigh
accumulated
disappears
if⛇棓ᇭ优⬄䊍䂔⣷┯䑀咂呹䂔䄺ㄵ᧨侓
the particulate
heated
to the
The
exhaust carbon
temperature
can
material infilter
the is
flow
of the
⮶捷⚺䳜䭂♙䋿䤓䏨伡⧖♾嬺
DPFcause
self-cleaning
(approx.
Once
temperature
is
exhaust
pipe temperature
to start burning.
Stay570°F).
clear of
the this
exhaust,
burns hazard!
巵⛙
570°F
(299°C)
㣑᧨䳜䭂⺖㦒䀗⯀ᇭ㡵拣Ⓙ抨⊚䄺ㄵ᧨䳜䭂⺖咖ℛ㺶▥㺽怆♜
reached,
the carbon
reacts with the nitrogen dioxide and burns to become
carbon dioxide.
This process is called regeneration.
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨㘡㺲䄺ㄵ♾浧拣
1,500°F (816°C)ᇭ浧㘡㟍䄺ㄵ♾厌
㑘᧨₵䑒䑡㈛懘㙪䍉ℛ㺶▥䭂ᇭ抨⊚䲚ㄞ䳀⃚䍉␜䞮ᇭ
If
the
regeneration
happens
while
driving,
it is called automatic regeneration.
⺝咃㘡㺲丰⏶㿐╤䤓䓸役栚ⱚ䑒䑡ᇭ嵚拯楱㘡㺲♙䑒䑡☀椹●
However, if the self-cleaning temperature is not reached while driving (e.g.
due to frequent stopping), you have to intervene to make the regeneration
Ⱁ㨫汤汪拝䲚₼䤋䞮␜䞮᧨ⓖ䳀⃚䍉呹╤␜䞮ᇭ⇕㢾᧨Ⱁ㨫⦷汤汪拝䲚₼䄺ㄵ
take place. To this end, go for a ride driving at high speed (highway) during
㦹拣呹䂔䄺ㄵ
(√Ⱁ᧨忿忿⋫⋫)᧨ⓖ檗䟀㌷⅚⏴᧨㇆Ⓟ䤋䞮␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨♾ⅴ
at least 20 minutes
or carry out a stationary regeneration.

⦷⎏嫷㨎䤓⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎ₙ᧨㦒櫾䯉ᇷDPF
REGENERATION
On the multifunctional display of the dashboard,
the text "DPF INHIBITEDᇸ
REGENERATION INHIBITED" appears and the "DPF regeneration" symbol starts to
(DPF
䤓㠖ⷦ᧨力₣ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF
䶵壮⃮㦒
flash.␜䞮む倢㔠㷱)
Only use this position
in special circumstances
and for ␜䞮)
a short
while.

Appropriate
location for
stationary
⦉⸩␜䞮⃚拸䠅
regeneration
⇜函

(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮ᇭ
㌷律彆䤓慙憪㦘揜⌨优⬄䊍䂔⣷
(DPF)ᇭ
Your vehicle
has been equipped
with a particulate filter (DPF).
WARNING!

.
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Driving

Messages on
⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎
multifunctional display
ₙ䤓岙㋾

䶵壮
Symbol

5

0

5

0

Driving

栚桫

Dash switch
⎏嫷㨎栚桫

岙㋾
Message

REGENERATION
Switch
INHIBIT

榏尐
DPF
␜䞮
DPF
regeneration
required

(␜䞮㔠㷱)

Phase 1: The symbol appears to indicate that the
x •䶻椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫⒉䚍㷳䶵壮᧨嫷䯉⦷ₚ㶰㣑㳮㈦䠅㣑
particulate filter has to be regenerated at the next
᧨优⬄䊍䂔⣷㉔檗拁嫛␜䞮ᇭ
opportunity.

• Phase 4: If you still do not carry out the stationary
x 䶻⥪椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜䏅ₜ⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨ⓖ㦒櫾䯉
regeneration, the "STOP ENGINE" message will
ᇷSTOP
岙㋾㹄㣑栢ᇭ嵚䵚☂
appearENGINEᇸ(⋫㷱ㆤ㝝)
after a while. Immediately
carry out a stationary
regeneration,
if
you
do
not, the engine will
⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨⚵ⓖ᧨ㆤ㝝⺖㦒桫栘ᇭ
be shut off.

FORCE
REGENERTION

Lower part pressed: to request a stationary regenx •㖘ₚₚ◙捷᧶尐㻑⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮
eration

(㇆Ⓟ␜䞮)

尐㻑⪆嫛⦉
To request a
⸩␜䞮
stationary
regeneration

巵⛙
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨ㆤ㝝抮ㄵ♾㙟浧咂 1,000 咂 1,500 rpmᇭ

WARNING!

During regeneration, engine speed can increase up to 1 000 to
㽷㎞᧶⍔厌㡋ㆤ㝝䄺慙㈛⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮
(⑆䏳䄺ㄵ浧㡋 185°F 85°C)ᇭ
1 500 rpm.
NOTE: Only carry out stationary regeneration with warm engine (coolant
temperature
above 185°F).
㷴泮
╤⇫

㽷㎞᧶ㆤ㝝煭䋺㈛᧨㦒␜櫾䯉ㄍ䱡暧ᇭ
NOTE: Also appears for a few seconds when ignition
is switched on.

1

指♥拸䠅䤓⇜函⋫ⰴ慙憪ᇭ嵚♒劒ᇷ⦉⸩␜䞮⃚拸䠅⇜函ᇸᇭ

21

Select an appropriate location to park the vehicle. Refer to
㕘怆䏭慙ᇭ
"Appropriate location for stationary regeneration".

32

Apply the parking brake.
䭉崜㘡㴣函㡋䴉㴣⇜函ᇭ
Make sure the transmission is in neutral position.
㡋慙憹ⓜ㈛㟍函⬙⫙ᇭ
Put chocks in front of and behind the wheels.

Step

浧㘡㺲䄺ㄵᇭ
High exhaust temperature.

⒉䚍㷳䶵壮㣑᧨ₜ嫷䯉ㆤ㝝㦘⟞櫛ᇭ㷳䶵壮♹㢾巵⛙㌷⥯
The fact that this symbol appears does not mean that
there is an engine problem. It only warns you of a high
拁嫛␜䞮力䞱䞮浧㘡㺲䄺ㄵᇭ
exhaust temperature due to a regeneration.
嵚䭉崜㘡㺲丰㦹㦬⚠㦒⥯浧䄺力䑒䑡㒥䐣屲䤓嫷槱
(√ a
Make sure the exhaust pipe is not directed toward

4

3

4
55

surface that will burn or melt at high temperature
Ⱁ᧶䙊䜒ᇬ䊬槡䷘)
(grass, ..., asphalt!)

㽷㎞᧶⍔⒉䚍㡋⇝抮㴣ᇭ
NOTE: Only appears at low vehicle speed.

6

NOTE: Also appears for a few seconds when ignition
㽷㎞᧶ㆤ㝝煭䋺㈛᧨㦒␜櫾䯉ㄍ䱡暧ᇭ
is switched on.
DPF REGENER- 优⬄䊍䂔⣷拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ
DPF
REGENERThe particulate filter goes through a stationary regenATION ACTIVE
ATION ACTIVE eration
(DPF
DPF ␜䞮⟮╤)
REGENER- DPF regeneration switch in regeneration inhibited
ATION
position
DPF REGENER- ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 栚桫⒖㙪咂㔠㷱␜
INHIBITED
ATION
INHIBITED

Function
DPF ␜䞮栚桫
DPF regeneration switch
x 㖘ₚₙ◙捷᧶␜䞮㔠㷱
• Upper part pressed: regeneration inhibited

x •₼栢⇜函᧶桫栘
Middle position: off

x •䶻ℛ椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷儋儛汤汪力㦹⪆嫛␜䞮᧨崁䶵壮⺖
Phase 2: If you continue driving without carrying out
a regeneration, the symbol will start to flash after a
㖐儛栒䒜㹄㣑栢ᇭ㷳㣑᧨嵚䵚☂⪆嫛␜䞮ᇭ
while. Carry out the regeneration immediately.
x •䶻ₘ椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜㦹⪆嫛␜䞮᧨ⓖ挓㦒櫾䯉
Phase 3: If you still do not carry out the regener-

ation, theWARNINGᇸ(ㆤ㝝巵⛙)
"ENGINE WARNING" message
also
ᇷENGINE
岙㋾㹄㣑栢ᇭ嵚
appears after a while. Immediately carry out a sta䵚☂⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜ₜ⪆嫛᧨ⓖㆤ㝝╤┪⺖
tionary regeneration, if you do not, engine power
will be reduced.
㦒椷⃚棜⇝ᇭ

┮厌

7

6

Action

Set up a safety area around the exhaust. Refer to "Safety area
桫栘㺲⊨㘶Ⓟ侊倀ᇭ
around exhaust".
㡋㘡㺲●⥪⛷岼䵚⸘⏷●⩮ᇭ嵚♒劒ᇷ㘡㺲●⥪⛷䤓⸘⏷●⩮ᇸᇭ
Carry out the actions below within a 35 seconds time limit.
• Release the parking brake and reapply it.
㡋 35 䱡䤓㣑栢棟Ⓟ⏶⪆嫛╤⇫
• Put transmission from N to D and back to N.
x •㟍栚⋫慙䏭慙᧨₵摜㠿㕘ₙ䏭慙ᇭ
Press the lower part of the DPF regeneration switch during 5 to

10 seconds.
x ⺖㘡㴣䟀 N (䴉㴣) 㴣⒖咂 D (ⓜ拁㴣)㴣᧨␜⒖⥭咂 N (䴉㴣) 㴣ᇭ
If allowed by engine electronics, the stationary regeneration is
x started.
㖘⇞ DPF
5 咂 10 䱡暧ᇭ
The␜䞮栚桫ₚ◙捷
engine speed increases.
The "DPF regeneration"
symbol disappears from the multifunctional display of the dashⰑ㨫ㆤ㝝榊⏒ↅ⏐峀᧨㷳㣑㦒⟮╤⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭㆤ㝝抮ㄵ㦒椷⃚⬭
board and the "DPF REGENERATION ACTIVE" message
appears.
┯ᇭ⎏嫷㨎ₙ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎䤓ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵

䞮⇜函ᇭ

(DPF ␜䞮㔠㷱)

壮㦒䀗⯀᧨₵櫾䯉ᇷDPF REGENERATION ACTIVEᇸ(DPF ␜䞮⟮
╤) 岙㋾ᇭ
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Driving

Messages on
⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎
multifunctional display
ₙ䤓岙㋾

䶵壮
Symbol

5

0

5

0

Driving

栚桫

Dash switch
⎏嫷㨎栚桫

岙㋾
Message

REGENERATION
Switch
INHIBIT

榏尐
DPF
␜䞮
DPF
regeneration
required

(␜䞮㔠㷱)

Phase 1: The symbol appears to indicate that the
x •䶻椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫⒉䚍㷳䶵壮᧨嫷䯉⦷ₚ㶰㣑㳮㈦䠅㣑
particulate filter has to be regenerated at the next
᧨优⬄䊍䂔⣷㉔檗拁嫛␜䞮ᇭ
opportunity.

• Phase 4: If you still do not carry out the stationary
x 䶻⥪椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜䏅ₜ⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨ⓖ㦒櫾䯉
regeneration, the "STOP ENGINE" message will
ᇷSTOP
岙㋾㹄㣑栢ᇭ嵚䵚☂
appearENGINEᇸ(⋫㷱ㆤ㝝)
after a while. Immediately
carry out a stationary
regeneration,
if
you
do
not, the engine will
⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨⚵ⓖ᧨ㆤ㝝⺖㦒桫栘ᇭ
be shut off.

FORCE
REGENERTION

Lower part pressed: to request a stationary regenx •㖘ₚₚ◙捷᧶尐㻑⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮
eration

(㇆Ⓟ␜䞮)

尐㻑⪆嫛⦉
To request a
⸩␜䞮
stationary
regeneration

巵⛙
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨ㆤ㝝抮ㄵ♾㙟浧咂 1,000 咂 1,500 rpmᇭ

WARNING!

During regeneration, engine speed can increase up to 1 000 to
㽷㎞᧶⍔厌㡋ㆤ㝝䄺慙㈛⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮
(⑆䏳䄺ㄵ浧㡋 185°F 85°C)ᇭ
1 500 rpm.
NOTE: Only carry out stationary regeneration with warm engine (coolant
temperature
above 185°F).
㷴泮
╤⇫

㽷㎞᧶ㆤ㝝煭䋺㈛᧨㦒␜櫾䯉ㄍ䱡暧ᇭ
NOTE: Also appears for a few seconds when ignition
is switched on.

1

指♥拸䠅䤓⇜函⋫ⰴ慙憪ᇭ嵚♒劒ᇷ⦉⸩␜䞮⃚拸䠅⇜函ᇸᇭ

21

Select an appropriate location to park the vehicle. Refer to
㕘怆䏭慙ᇭ
"Appropriate location for stationary regeneration".

32

Apply the parking brake.
䭉崜㘡㴣函㡋䴉㴣⇜函ᇭ
Make sure the transmission is in neutral position.
㡋慙憹ⓜ㈛㟍函⬙⫙ᇭ
Put chocks in front of and behind the wheels.

Step

浧㘡㺲䄺ㄵᇭ
High exhaust temperature.

⒉䚍㷳䶵壮㣑᧨ₜ嫷䯉ㆤ㝝㦘⟞櫛ᇭ㷳䶵壮♹㢾巵⛙㌷⥯
The fact that this symbol appears does not mean that
there is an engine problem. It only warns you of a high
拁嫛␜䞮力䞱䞮浧㘡㺲䄺ㄵᇭ
exhaust temperature due to a regeneration.
嵚䭉崜㘡㺲丰㦹㦬⚠㦒⥯浧䄺力䑒䑡㒥䐣屲䤓嫷槱
(√ a
Make sure the exhaust pipe is not directed toward

4

3

4
55

surface that will burn or melt at high temperature
Ⱁ᧶䙊䜒ᇬ䊬槡䷘)
(grass, ..., asphalt!)

㽷㎞᧶⍔⒉䚍㡋⇝抮㴣ᇭ
NOTE: Only appears at low vehicle speed.

6

NOTE: Also appears for a few seconds when ignition
㽷㎞᧶ㆤ㝝煭䋺㈛᧨㦒␜櫾䯉ㄍ䱡暧ᇭ
is switched on.
DPF REGENER- 优⬄䊍䂔⣷拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ
DPF
REGENERThe particulate filter goes through a stationary regenATION ACTIVE
ATION ACTIVE eration
(DPF
DPF ␜䞮⟮╤)
REGENER- DPF regeneration switch in regeneration inhibited
ATION
position
DPF REGENER- ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 栚桫⒖㙪咂㔠㷱␜
INHIBITED
ATION
INHIBITED

Function
DPF ␜䞮栚桫
DPF regeneration switch
x 㖘ₚₙ◙捷᧶␜䞮㔠㷱
• Upper part pressed: regeneration inhibited

x •₼栢⇜函᧶桫栘
Middle position: off

x •䶻ℛ椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷儋儛汤汪力㦹⪆嫛␜䞮᧨崁䶵壮⺖
Phase 2: If you continue driving without carrying out
a regeneration, the symbol will start to flash after a
㖐儛栒䒜㹄㣑栢ᇭ㷳㣑᧨嵚䵚☂⪆嫛␜䞮ᇭ
while. Carry out the regeneration immediately.
x •䶻ₘ椝㹄᧶Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜㦹⪆嫛␜䞮᧨ⓖ挓㦒櫾䯉
Phase 3: If you still do not carry out the regener-

ation, theWARNINGᇸ(ㆤ㝝巵⛙)
"ENGINE WARNING" message
also
ᇷENGINE
岙㋾㹄㣑栢ᇭ嵚
appears after a while. Immediately carry out a sta䵚☂⪆嫛⦉⸩␜䞮᧨Ⱁ㨫㌷⅜ₜ⪆嫛᧨ⓖㆤ㝝╤┪⺖
tionary regeneration, if you do not, engine power
will be reduced.
㦒椷⃚棜⇝ᇭ

┮厌

7

6

Action

Set up a safety area around the exhaust. Refer to "Safety area
桫栘㺲⊨㘶Ⓟ侊倀ᇭ
around exhaust".
㡋㘡㺲●⥪⛷岼䵚⸘⏷●⩮ᇭ嵚♒劒ᇷ㘡㺲●⥪⛷䤓⸘⏷●⩮ᇸᇭ
Carry out the actions below within a 35 seconds time limit.
• Release the parking brake and reapply it.
㡋 35 䱡䤓㣑栢棟Ⓟ⏶⪆嫛╤⇫
• Put transmission from N to D and back to N.
x •㟍栚⋫慙䏭慙᧨₵摜㠿㕘ₙ䏭慙ᇭ
Press the lower part of the DPF regeneration switch during 5 to

10 seconds.
x ⺖㘡㴣䟀 N (䴉㴣) 㴣⒖咂 D (ⓜ拁㴣)㴣᧨␜⒖⥭咂 N (䴉㴣) 㴣ᇭ
If allowed by engine electronics, the stationary regeneration is
x started.
㖘⇞ DPF
5 咂 10 䱡暧ᇭ
The␜䞮栚桫ₚ◙捷
engine speed increases.
The "DPF regeneration"
symbol disappears from the multifunctional display of the dashⰑ㨫ㆤ㝝榊⏒ↅ⏐峀᧨㷳㣑㦒⟮╤⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭㆤ㝝抮ㄵ㦒椷⃚⬭
board and the "DPF REGENERATION ACTIVE" message
appears.
┯ᇭ⎏嫷㨎ₙ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎䤓ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵

䞮⇜函ᇭ

(DPF ␜䞮㔠㷱)

壮㦒䀗⯀᧨₵櫾䯉ᇷDPF REGENERATION ACTIVEᇸ(DPF ␜䞮⟮
╤) 岙㋾ᇭ
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ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓呹 Van Hool 㝜⇫㓚␙᧨㡈≎㌷䨼屲
Driving

㷴泮

╤⇫

Step

8
7

5
0

Action

巵⛙
WARNING!
Ⱁ㨫⒉䚍ₜ⸘⏷䕏㽐᧨嵚䵚☂悸䏭慙悞㨎㒥桫栘ㆤ㝝᧨⋫㷱

Series 60 DDEC VI
5 Cummins ISM07 ♙ Detroit Diesel
⸱㓅桫㒆
ㆤ㝝䤓 EPA ’07 ⃚␜䞮䲚ㄞᇭ
1-877-427-7278
㘡㺲㈛壤䚕 (Caterpillar)
1-877-427-7278
Exhaust aftertreatment
Driving

亰⅚
Introduction

0

㌷律彆䤓慙憪㦘揜⌨优⬄䊍䂔⣷ (DPF)ᇭ
Your vehicle has been equipped with a particulate filter (DPF).

Van Hool 㝜⇫㓚␙᧨㡈≎㌷䨼屲
ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓呹
Most of the soot particles containing carbon and ash are captured
in the DPF.
ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓
⮶捷⚺䳜䭂♙䋿䤓䏨伡⧖♾嬺
DPFif ⛇棓ᇭ优⬄䊍䂔⣷┯䑀咂呹䂔䄺ㄵ᧨侓
The accumulated carbon disappears
the particulate filter is heated to the
ㆤ㝝䤓
EPA
’07Once
⃚␜䞮䲚ㄞᇭ
CATself-cleaning
C13 2007
temperature
(approx.
570°F).
this temperature is
570°F (299°C) 㣑᧨䳜䭂⺖㦒䀗⯀ᇭ㡵拣Ⓙ抨⊚䄺ㄵ᧨䳜䭂⺖咖ℛ㺶▥㺽怆♜
Cummins
ISM07 ♙
reached, the carbon reacts with the nitrogen dioxide and
burns to become

If an unsafe situation occurs, stop the regeneration process
⪆嫛␜䞮ᇭⰑ㨫㌷⺖ᇷDPF
␜䞮)
栚桫⒖㙪咂
immediately by pushing regenerationᇸ(DPF
the brake pedal or by
switching
off
ᇷINHIBIT
REGENᇸ(㔠㷱␜䞮)
⇜函᧨ⓖ␜䞮ℵ⺖椷⃚⋫㷱ᇭ
the engine.
Regeneration is also
stopped if you put the "DPF
regeneration" switch in the "INHIBIT REGEN" position.
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨嵚Ⅳ便屏慙憪♙␅⛷⦜䕏㽐ᇭ
Observe the vehicle and its immediate surroundings during
regeneration.
␜䞮䲚ㄞ⮶侓㖐儛
20 咂 40 ⒕暧ᇭⰑ㨫ㆤ㝝抮ㄵ呹╤⥭Ⓙ㊯抮᧨₣㦹

5

The regeneration
process takes
20 to
40 minutes. The regener⒉䚍ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF
␜䞮)
䶵壮᧨嫷䯉む倢㒟┮⪆嫛␜䞮
ation has succeeded if the engine speed automatically returns to
ᇭ
idling speed and if the "DPF regeneration" symbol does not
reappear.
Ⱁ㨫␜㶰⒉䚍ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮᧨嫷䯉␜䞮⪆嫛

Driving

carbon dioxide. This process is called regeneration.
㑘᧨₵䑒䑡㈛懘㙪䍉ℛ㺶▥䭂ᇭ抨⊚䲚ㄞ䳀⃚䍉␜䞮ᇭ
If the regeneration happens while driving, it is called automatic regeneration.
However, if the self-cleaning temperature is not reached while driving (e.g.
Ⱁ㨫汤汪拝䲚₼䤋䞮␜䞮᧨ⓖ䳀⃚䍉呹╤␜䞮ᇭ⇕㢾᧨Ⱁ㨫⦷汤汪拝䲚₼䄺ㄵ
due to frequent stopping), you have to intervene to make the regeneration
take place. To this end, go for a ride driving at high speed (highway) during
㦹拣呹䂔䄺ㄵ
(√Ⱁ᧨忿忿⋫⋫)᧨ⓖ檗䟀㌷⅚⏴᧨㇆Ⓟ䤋䞮␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨♾ⅴ
at least 20 minutes
or carry out a stationary regeneration.

ㆤ㝝

0

The "DPF
regeneration"
appears on the multifunctional display if you
浧抮
(浧抮⏻恾)
汤汪咂⺠symbol
20 ⒕暧᧨㒥劔拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ

have to intervene to make the regeneration take place.
㘡㺲㈛壤䚕
(Caterpillar)
Exhaust aftertreatment

If the "DPF regeneration" symbol reappears, the regeneration
⯀㟦ᇭ⦷抨䲽䕏㽐ₚ᧨嵚㿌峱㔏嫢ⅉ❰◣┸ᇭ
process has failed. In that case, ask for technical assistance.

ₚ⒦懘憘㠖ⷦ乏斓

Ⱁ㨫㉔檗⅚⏴ⅴ∎␜䞮䤋䞮᧨ⓖ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎⺖櫾䯉ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ

To
inhibit/
㔠㷱/₼㡆␜䞮
interrupt
regeneration

Ⱁ㨫␜䞮⺝咃☀椹㍔㽐
If regeneration causes(√Ⱁ᧨䠅慙憪⋫⇞㣑)᧨㌷♾ⅴ㔠㷱/₼㡆␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨
hazardous situations (e.g. at a stop), you can inhibit/
interrupt the regeneration process. To this end, press the upper part of the
♾㖘ₚ
DPF ␜䞮栚桫䤓ₙ◙捷ᇭ
DPF regeneration
switch.

亰⅚
Introduction

栚ⱚ栒䒜ᇭ㷳⇜函⍔厌㡋䔈㸙䕏㽐ₚ䩼㣑栢∎䞷ᇭ

Safety area
around
exhaust
㘡㺲●⥪⛷䤓⸘
⏷●⩮

• Surface that will not start to burn or to melt under high temperatures (such
as clean concrete; no grass or asphalt!);
x• 浧䄺ₚₜ㦒䑒䑡㒥䐣屲䤓嫷槱
Away from anything that can(√Ⱁℍ䁷䤓㻃㽴⦿᧷㼡㦘嗘㒥䊬槡)᧷
burn, melt or explode;
x• 拯楱♾厌䤋䞮䑒䑡ᇬ䐣屲㒥䒕䍇䤓↊⇤䓸浣᧷
Not near gas or vapors that can ignite, explode or contribute to a fire (such
as LPG, diesel vapors, ...).
x 嵚▎槯扠♾厌ㆤ䑒ᇬ䒕䍇㒥┸䑒䤓㺲浣㒥均㺲 [√Ⱁ䁁㏚䝵㠾 (LPG)ᇬ㪃㽈㺲

The (浧抮⏻恾)
"DPF regeneration"
symbol
appears on the multifunctional display if you
浧抮
汤汪咂⺠ 20
⒕暧᧨㒥劔拁嫛⦉⸩␜䞮ᇭ
have to intervene to make the regeneration take place.

䷘]ᇭ
• If bystanders can access the area, set up barriers at least 5 ft away from
the exhaust.

Ⱁ㨫㉔檗⅚⏴ⅴ∎␜䞮䤋䞮᧨ⓖ⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎⺖櫾䯉ᇷDPF regenerationᇸ
(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮ᇭ

• If regeneration takes place in a confined space, connect an exhaust gas
evacuation system to the exhaust pipe. The evacuation system has to
x Ⱁ㨫㡐屏劔♾ⅴ拁⏴崁●⩮᧨ⓖ恬㘡㺲●咂⺠℣⛝壤㑘岼函⦜任ᇭ
resist temperatures of at least 1500°F.
x Ⱁ㨫␜䞮䤋䞮㡋⹕栘䴉栢᧨㑘⺖㘡㺲丰抲㘴咂ㅱ㺲㘡㟍侊倀ᇭㅱ㺲㘡㟍侊倀
• Keep a fire extinguisher nearby.
㉔檗厌㔎♦咂⺠ 1,500°F (816°C) 䤓浧䄺ᇭ

WARNING!
During a regeneration, the exhaust temperature can amount to 1500°F.
The high exhaust temperature can cause material in the flow of the
exhaust巵⛙
pipe to start burning. Stay clear of the exhaust, burns hazard!
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨㘡㺲䄺ㄵ♾浧拣 1,500°F (816°C)ᇭ浧㘡㟍䄺ㄵ♾厌

x 棓扠㑘椷㣑⌨ⰴ䅔䋺⣷ᇭ
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⸱㓅桫㒆 1-877-427-7278
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CAT C13 20

During
regeneration,
exhaustcarbon
temperature
Most ofathe
soot particlesthe
containing
and ashcan
areamount
capturedtoin1500°F.
the DPF.
Thehigh
accumulated
disappears
if⛇棓ᇭ优⬄䊍䂔⣷┯䑀咂呹䂔䄺ㄵ᧨侓
the particulate
heated
to the
The
exhaust carbon
temperature
can
material infilter
the is
flow
of the
⮶捷⚺䳜䭂♙䋿䤓䏨伡⧖♾嬺
DPFcause
self-cleaning
(approx.
Once
temperature
is
exhaust
pipe temperature
to start burning.
Stay570°F).
clear of
the this
exhaust,
burns hazard!
巵⛙
570°F
(299°C)
㣑᧨䳜䭂⺖㦒䀗⯀ᇭ㡵拣Ⓙ抨⊚䄺ㄵ᧨䳜䭂⺖咖ℛ㺶▥㺽怆♜
reached,
the carbon
reacts with the nitrogen dioxide and burns to become
carbon dioxide.
This process is called regeneration.
␜䞮拁嫛拝䲚₼᧨㘡㺲䄺ㄵ♾浧拣
1,500°F (816°C)ᇭ浧㘡㟍䄺ㄵ♾厌
㑘᧨₵䑒䑡㈛懘㙪䍉ℛ㺶▥䭂ᇭ抨⊚䲚ㄞ䳀⃚䍉␜䞮ᇭ
If
the
regeneration
happens
while
driving,
it is called automatic regeneration.
⺝咃㘡㺲丰⏶㿐╤䤓䓸役栚ⱚ䑒䑡ᇭ嵚拯楱㘡㺲♙䑒䑡☀椹●
However, if the self-cleaning temperature is not reached while driving (e.g.
due to frequent stopping), you have to intervene to make the regeneration
Ⱁ㨫汤汪拝䲚₼䤋䞮␜䞮᧨ⓖ䳀⃚䍉呹╤␜䞮ᇭ⇕㢾᧨Ⱁ㨫⦷汤汪拝䲚₼䄺ㄵ
take place. To this end, go for a ride driving at high speed (highway) during
㦹拣呹䂔䄺ㄵ
(√Ⱁ᧨忿忿⋫⋫)᧨ⓖ檗䟀㌷⅚⏴᧨㇆Ⓟ䤋䞮␜䞮ᇭ䍉㷳᧨♾ⅴ
at least 20 minutes
or carry out a stationary regeneration.

⦷⎏嫷㨎䤓⮩┮厌櫾䯉槱㨎ₙ᧨㦒櫾䯉ᇷDPF
REGENERATION
On the multifunctional display of the dashboard,
the text "DPF INHIBITEDᇸ
REGENERATION INHIBITED" appears and the "DPF regeneration" symbol starts to
(DPF
䤓㠖ⷦ᧨力₣ᇷDPF
regenerationᇸ(DPF
䶵壮⃮㦒
flash.␜䞮む倢㔠㷱)
Only use this position
in special circumstances
and for ␜䞮)
a short
while.

Appropriate
location for
stationary
⦉⸩␜䞮⃚拸䠅
regeneration
⇜函

(DPF ␜䞮) 䶵壮ᇭ
㌷律彆䤓慙憪㦘揜⌨优⬄䊍䂔⣷
(DPF)ᇭ
Your vehicle
has been equipped
with a particulate filter (DPF).
WARNING!

.
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